Sea Eagle QuikRow shown with optional Scotty™ Rod-holders and optional footrest.
Sea Eagle QuikRow™ Instructions

Sea Eagle QuikRow shown here with 7' 10" oars, oarlock pins & oarlocks, 2 6’ and 2 4’ Sea Eagle Self-Locking Straps, optional Scotty™ Rod-holders and optional footrest.

Check all parts are included (Pictures 1 and 2) and lay out all parts on a clean, dry area.

• 1 - 38” x 1.75” x .75” crossbar with 10 holes (8 holes to hold optional rod-holders)
• 1 - 51” x 8” x .5” crossboard with 6 holes
• 1 - 39” x 8” x .5” centerboard with 16 holes
• 4 - Small knobs, 4 - 2” bolts & 4 - small washers
• 4 - Wingnuts with 4 - 1” bolts
• 2 - Oarlocks with 4 large knobs with 4 - 1.5” M8 bolts & 4 - large washers
• 2 - 7’ 11” Oars and 2 oarlock pins and 2 circle cotters
• 1 - Swivel seat with swiveling mount plate
• 2 - 6’ Sea Eagle self-locking straps and 2 - 4’ Sea Eagle self-locking straps when QuikRow is purchased separately. 2 - Sea Eagle self-locking straps in 4’ or 6’ included with kayak and iSUP packages, depending on package requirements.

Optional items:
• If ordered, the footrest 17.25” x 1.75” x .75” & 12” with 6 holes x 1.75” x .75” with 2 holes
Seat: Pictures 3 and 4
Bolt the seat to the centerboard using the 1” hex head bolts and wingnuts. For SUPs, place the washer on the bolt and push it through the bottom of the board and though the swivel. Leave the wingnuts loose until all four bolts are inserted. For kayaks, put the bolt down through the swivel first then the board and place washer and wing nut. This is easier to do than the SUP method. The seat can remain on the board when the QuikRow is disassembled.

Oarlocks: Picture 5
Attach the oarlocks to the 51” crossboard. Place the large washers on the oarlock and run the large hex head bolt through it and the crossboard. Secure the bolts with the large black knobs underneath the board. On first use a wrench may be needed to hold the bolt head. The oarlock can remain on the board when the QuikRow is disassembled.

Oarlock Crossboard: Picture 6
Place the centerboard on top of the crossboard aligning the attachment holes as shown. Push two 2” bolts through both boards. Place a washer over the bolts and secure with the small black knobs on. For first use, choose the second set of holes from the seat. Move to holes closer or farther from the seat for your rowing comfort. It is best to start at the 2nd set of holes (as shown) and adjusting as needed.

Crossbar: Picture 7
Attach the crossbar to the seat end of the centerboard. Push two 2” bolts through both boards, place a washer over each bolt and secure each with a knob.

Oars and Oarpins: Picture 8 and 9
Slide the oarpins on the handle segment and tighten the wingnuts. Use the push pin to connect the two sides of the oar. Insert the oar pin into the oarlock and secure with the circle cotters.

Note that the oar blades should be perpendicular to the water, slightly angled outward, to get the most power from your stroke. For more leverage, move the handle ends more inward and use an under and over rowing stroke as shown on the cover.

Optional Items
Foot Rest (Optional): Picture 10
The footrest is pre-assembled. Sit on the rowing frame with the footrest to gauge how long it needs to be. Place the footrest on top of the center bar. Push the 2” bolts through the bottom, place the washer over the bolt and secure with the knob. Adjust for comfort.

Scotty Rod Holders (Optional): Picture 11
Remove the Rod Holder from its base by pulling them apart and turning until the slot and key align. Screw the base to the bar using the screws provided. Reinsert the rod holder, align the slot and key and spin to the desired position. Loosen the large knob on the side to tilt the rod holder. Secure the fishing rod with the rubber strap.

Mounting the Quik Row: Picture 12
The QuikRow is attached to a Sea Eagle board or kayak with adjustable straps. Wrap straps around the front crossboard to nearby D-rings and wrap around the rear crossbar to two other D-rings. Depending on the placement of the D-rings and the QuikRow, a 6’ and 4’ strap may be needed on each side (see additional photos on last page).
Notes & Reminders

Make final adjustments, in 2” increments, on the position of the crossboard and the exact angle of the blades. For natural rowing position, shorter people should move the oarlock crossboard closer to the seat. Taller people should position oarlock crossboard further away from the seat.

Practice general boating safety rules:

- Row near the shore. Once completely comfortable, you can row further from shore.
- Always wear a USCG approved PFD (life vest) at all times while on the water.
- Always be aware of weather conditions when rowing and also remember that it is harder to row against the wind than it is to row with the wind.
- Be aware of your local boating rules and regulations and abide by them accordingly.
- DO NOT allow children to use your Sea Eagle product unsupervised.
- DO NOT consume alcohol while rowing or operating a kayak, SUP or boat while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
- DO NOT go rowing/paddling/boating alone.
- Bring a cell phone or other emergency contact device in a waterproof bag.
- Always tell someone of your plans.

Contact Us

Unlike many other companies today we pride ourselves on answering the phone and helping you with any concerns, questions or special ordering needs that you may have! Feel free to give us a call at 1-800-748-8066 and we will be happy to talk with you! Our business hours are Monday to Friday from 9AM to 5PM, EST.

Sea Eagle Boats Inc.
19 N. Columbia Street, Suite 1
Port Jefferson NY 11777
631-473-7308
1-800-748-8066
staff@seaeagle.com